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Response to reviewers:

We very much appreciate your careful review, constructive comments, and suggested corrections to our manuscript titled "Comparison of Two Different Mechanical Esophagogastric Anastomosis in Esophageal Cancer Patients: A Meta-analysis" Thank you for your suggestions and comments addressing the inadequacies of the manuscript. We have revised the manuscript according to your comments, and detailed point-by-point response to your concerns is included below.

Comment 1: Please re-check whole documents because I found many lacks of spacing between words and the end and beginning of the sentences. So please read instructions for authors and revise as mentioned above. You can also find misspelling and duplication of some words.

Answer 1: Thank you for your valuable suggestion. We have revised the spelling mistakes according to your comments, and reedited the manuscript for proper English. After the incorporation of your advice and comments, we have revised the manuscript from American Journal Experts which is dedicated to providing high-quality manuscript services to the research and academic communities. The manuscript Certificate Verification Key: 031B-9386-30E9-2761-FBAD may be verified at www.aje.com/certificate. We hope that the revised manuscript will leave you with a good impression.

Comment 2: Figures are less visible so please revise for easy to read.

Answer 2: Thank you for your valuable suggestion. I have uploaded the higher quality figures than before.